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1) fill in the blanks with words from the box.there is one extra word. 

“Who are stepmothers? Real people, of course. Quite often, we are women in 

tough situations, trying to do our ………….. with stepchildren who resent us 

and partners who are likely to minimize the problems we face and perhaps even 

undermine our efforts. But we are something else as well, something more. 

Being a stepmother means being part person and part icon, living on the edge of 

what is ………………………… and what is real. You’re not my mother! It 

seems the child has a need to ………….. the stepmother, and to make it very 

clear that she is an outsider and not really …………………..of the family.The 

phase of rejection of the stepmom is real, and can be an indication of her 

becoming the “evil stepmother” if two things happen: If the stepmom takes the 

rejection personally; and if her husband does not back her up 

……………...make it clear to the ……………………….that she is in the family 

to stay. Once that fact is ………………………… by the child, a relationship 

can begin to be built. But it remains true that you are not his or 

her………………., and will never have that same relation. 

 

2) Choose the right alternative ( 4 marks) 

It is an in-depth relationship combining trust, support, communication, loyalty, 

(understand /understanding/ to understand), empathy, and intimacy. Aspects 

of life that all of us need . Being able to trust and relax with your friend is a big 

part of (friend/ friendship/ friendly)  .Jack used to be my ( good / best / 

better) friend . At least I thaught he was . But then he ( to start / started/ will 

start) to borrow money from me and never pay it back . Then he ( to steal /stole 

/ stolen) my girl friend from me .I was very ( unhapiness/ unhappy/ happy) 

but I tried to be ( tolerance /tolerant/ tolerate) After that ,I heard that he was 

saying that I was dishonest . The ( bad / worst/ worse) thing was when he 

borrowed my car and smashed it up . 

 

 

Stepchildren   / member  /  best  / accepted  / reject  / imaginary /  /mother/ and  / happy 



3)Put words in the right form or tense. 

Dear Mom & Dad,  

Thank you for everything you have done for me, my entire life. You (to 

give)………..………….me so (many)……………….,. Life, love, food, shelter, 

clothes, toys, education; I could literally go on forever. There is no way for me 

to express my extreme gratefulness and (thank)………………… to you two. 

Through the good times and the bad, you have always been there for me, 

(guide)………………..me on the right path. The thing, though, that I am most 

grateful for, is your love. Without your love my( to live)………………… would 

be meaningless Sometimes when I’m (feel)………….. down the only thing that 

is able to put a smile on my face is the knowledge that I have two 

(wonder)……………… parents who love and care about me. You two are 

(good)……………. parents I could have ever asked for. Thank you for giving 

me this life. Thank you for giving me your love.  

Thank you for everything. 

Listening                                                                                                           
1)listen to the whole passage then tick the right answer 1 mk 

 a)The poem is about      Holidays             The family                  Friendship                              

 b) The message of the passage is  

              Family members should not respect each others  

              Family membrers should help each others  

              Family members should be pessimistic 

1) Match each statement with its implied meaning( there is an extra one in 

b) 2 mks 

 A The statement   B Implied meaning  C Answer  

 

 1)Your first little 

droawings that we store 

away  

2) your mother’s lost 

look on your first day 

of school . 

 

 

 

a) Parents are concerned 

about their children 

when they are out of 

sight  

b) Parents value their 

children’s 

productions 

c) Sharing the famiy 

problems strengthens 

family relations 

1+..................... 

 

 

 

 

2+................... 

 

 



Spelling   listen then complete with the missing words  2 mks 

It is little sue’s curls and ..........................newhat  ,  jack’s 

......................when she learns she is .........................to help your mum in 

setting the .................................... 

Listen then circle the right function of the underlined sructure  

Dad  what is ment by a family ? 

Asking about   a) price     b) likes       c) information  

Pronunciation  listen then say whether the underlined sounds are 

similar or different   2 mks 

 

Future              touch............... 

Laughter          family ............. 

Table               face ................ 

Right               night ............... 

 

 


